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The purpose of this article is to present a pragmatic approach to grant allocation
mechanisms which take account of both the efficiency and the equity reasons in-
volved in gent distribution. These schemes share a number of desirable charac-
teristics.
Efficiency considerations are incorporated by allocating part of the grant on the
basis of standard‘ municipal expenditures. These expenditures reflect the dc»
mand for local public services and the impact of spillover effects on municipal
outlays. Equity considerations are captured by reserving part of the grant budget
for redistributive purposes. Three specifications for the equity component of our
gant proposal are suggested. The basic idea behind each of them is to correct for
differences in local taxbases.
We simulate the outcome of these three specific proposals and compare the re-
sults both with the existing grant allocation mechanism and with a recent policy
proposal.

Introduction

The purpose of this article is to provide some insight into the implica-
tions of alternative mechanisms of distributing unconditional block grants
to local authorities. These mechanisms are applied to the allocation of
grants from the intermediate Flemish government to the municipalities in
the Flemish region. We consider alternative grant allocation schemes that
share a number of desirable characteristics derived from the literature on
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fiscal federalism. The allocation resulting from the application of the
proposed schemes is compared with the observed gant distribution and
with the allocation implied by a recent policy proposal (see VLAAMSE
RAAD (1990)).

The article is structured as follows. In section 1 we describe grant dis-
tribution mechanisms which take account of the corrective role of grants
from both the efficiency and equity viewpoint. A family of implementable
mechanisms, each consisting of an explicit efficiency and equity compo-
nent, is proposed. Within this general framework we formulate several
more specific grant allocation schemes in Section 2. The efficiency com-
ponent, which is common to all alternatives considered, is specified on the
basis of ‘standard’ municipal expenditures obtained as the predictions re-
sulting from an explanatory regession model. The allocation schemes dif-
fer from one another due to the specification of the equity component.
Out of a much larger set of possibilities we consider three attractive alter-
natives, each of which reflects the desirability of correcting inequities in
the distribution of taxbases among municipalities.

The remainder of the article deals with the comparison of alternative
grant distribution mechanisms. In Section 3 the current allocation scheme
in the Flemish region, in which municipalities are classified into fourteen
cells, is briefly described. Using the cell classification we report the im-
plications of three concrete proposals for the distribution of grants in
Section 4. We compare the consequences of our proposed mechanisms
with the existing system as well as with the recent policy proposal. Unfor-
tunately, it will become obvious from the analysis that use of the cell
classification does not provide much information with respect to the
characteristics of the municipalities that would be most strongly affected
by the introduction of the proposed grant distribution schemes. Therefo-
re, the analysis is replicated using an alternative classification of Flemish
municipalities based on cluster analysis. We investigate the implications of
our proposals for the disuibution of grants over clusters of municipalities
with ‘similar’ characteristics. This allows us to identify which types of
municipalities would gain or lose under the allocation schemes we
developed in comparison with both the current allocation and the
allocation proposed by the Ministry of Intemal Affairs. Finally, some
general conclusions and policy recommendations are formulated in
Section 5.
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l. A Family of Grant Allocation Mechanisms n.

ln the second best models on fiscal federalism (see, e.g., ATKINSON
(1.980) and TRESCH (1981)) there is a consensus on two reasons for
grants from higher to lower level governments. The first one relates to
the externalities generated by local public good provision. These include
the benefit spillovers of urban centres, externalities associated with
schooling, etc. The central government's role is to correct for allocative
distortions, e.g.. the underprovision of public services generating positive
external effects. The second reason concerns the redistributive task of the
central government to correct for differences in local taxbascs 1..

The above very general guidelines suggest the desirability of designing
actual allocation mechanisms that reflect both efficiency and equity consi-
derations. The rnost obvious way to meet this requirement is to design
schemes that contain separate efficiency and equity components. As
spelled out below, this is the pragmatic approach taken in this article.
However, to limit the range of potential grant distribution schemes it
seems desirable to require that some additional intuitive criteria. be met.
In a well known paper LE GRAND (1975) suggests three such criteria.
First, he argues that grants should be a funcfion of the income or wealth
of a community. A second criterion requires grants to be independent of
any expenditure decisions of local authorities. Finally, Le Grand suggests
that grants should vary directly with municipalities‘ own fiscal effort.

Note that Le Grands second and third condition may well be inconsis-
tent (see, e.g. TRESCH (1981, p. 627)). While the second criterion con-
forms to the federalist ideal of non--interference of the grantor govern-
ment and to the non-rnanipulability of the gants received, the third crite-
rion fails on both accounts. Distributing grants according to own fiscal ef-
forts may induce local governments to increase taxes and outlays and
hence the overall level of the budget may be affected. To avoid this unde-
sirable potential side-effect we focus on grant distribution mechanisms
that are completely independent of both the expenditure and the taxing
decisions of the local authorities.

1 It is fair to say that the role of grants-in-aid is still very incompletely understood.
Therefore questions on the optimal desi@ of central governments grants have remained
largely unanswered : sm especially TRESCI-I (1981), p. 625-631. GRAMLICH (1977)
reviews me empirical literature.
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With the above ideas in mind we consider a family of grant allocation
schemes that are simple linear functions of their efficiency and equity
components and that are not directly manipulable by the municipalities.
We discuss both components in tum.

The efficiency component is defined on the basis of what we call
‘standard’ expenditures. For each municipality these reflect the typical ex-
penditures of municipalities with similar social and economic characteris-
tics. To be more precise, standard expenditures are derived as the predic-
tions resulting from an empirical model explaining local government ex-
penditures on the basis of a set of relevant determinants derived from the
literature. The explanatory variables include spillover effects and a num-
ber of determinants of the demand for public outlays by local residents.
Allocating grants partially on the basis of standard expenditures may the-
refore be interpreted as a crude reflection of the first corrective role of
grants, viz. to correct inefficiencies.

The equity component should capture the central government's redis-
tributive preferences regarding inequities in the distribution of income
among local governments. To meet the condition of non-rnanipulability it
should be defined to take account of the differences in local taxbases
without incorporating variables under the control of the local authorities.
For example, actual tax rates are to be excluded

The previous discussion leads us to specify a family of grant allocation
mechanisms of the form :

(1) Granti m ct Standcxpi + B Redistributioni

where Grant; is the proposed grant per capita for the municipality i
Standexpi are the standard expenditures per capita for municipa-
lity i T
Redistributioni is the value of the explicit redistributional compo-
nent for municipality i, also on a per capita basis.

In principle, the parameters or and B can be chosen by the central go-
vernment according to their preferences with respect to the efficiency-
equity trade-off, and depending on the overall budget available. The
detailed specification of the efficiency and equity components and the
determination of the parameters for the empirical applicaiton will be
discussed in Section 2 below.
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Apart from the desirable characteristics previously mentioned, the
above family of grant design proposals has an additionnal interesting fea-
ture. Indeed, note that the resulting grants are a continuous and positive
monotonic function of their components. As indicated in Section 3, one of
the major problems with the current system is precisely its discontinuity.
Note also that our proposals treat all municipalities on an equal basis and
hence an elementary notion of horizontal equity is respected. Under the
current grant allocation system some parts of the budget are a priori re-
served for distribution among some priviliged sets of municipalities (see
Section 3 for details).

The recent policy proposal previously referred to avoids some of the
undesirable characteristics of the current system. For example, it elimi-
nates to some extent the discontinuities present in the current system, and
it is independent of spending and taxing decisions. However, some arbi-
trariness remains both with respect to the choice of the determinants of
the grants and to their corresponding weights. Moreover, the policy pro-
posal still arbitrarely reserves particular shares of the overall grant bud-
get to some specific sets of municipalities.

The proposals suggested in this article avoid the remaining discontinui-
ties under the policy proposal. They furthermore provide a more consis-
tent way of choosing the determinants of grants as well as their appro-
priate weights. It must be emphasized that this is achieved without signifi-
cantly increasing the computational burden involved in the implementa-
tion.

2.. Implementing Grant Allocation Mechanisms i

In this sect-ion we specify in more detail the grant allocation mecha-
nisms that will be empirically analyzed in this article. We consecutively
discuss the specification of standard expenditures for any given munici-
pality, propose three alternative specifications for the redistributional
component, and explain the determination of the parameters or. and [3 in
the simulation exercise that follows.
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2.1. Determination ofStandard Expenditures

Cross section models of municipal expenditures reveal a considerable
spread in actual outlays. In the literature at least five factors have been
found to account for the observed variations. First, local authorities differ
from one another in residents needs. A second dimension is related to the
income and wealth tax base of resident individuals and enterprises and
thus to the budgetary and taxing capacity of a local government. Third,
benefit spillovers of urban centres may create substantial surplus outlays.
Examples are local schools, libraries, municipal hospitals, cultural heri-
tages, etc. Fourth, the transmission of voter preferences in the political
decision making process may be distorted due to, e.g.., the existence of
pressure groups and reelection considerations of politicians. This modula-
tion of voters demands for local public goods may well result in above
optimal expenditures. Finally, the implementation of political decisions
can be influenced by bureaucratic inefficiencies. budgetmaximizing beha-
V101’, etc.

The reduced form we have estimated takes account of the most
important factors considered in the literature on local public goods
demand 1.. Indeed, expenditures are explained by variables indicating
residents needs, wealth, and benefit spillovers. The political and bureau-
cratic factors are not considered here mainly due to the unavailability of
the relevant data. To be specific, in our model per capita municipal
expenditures (Exp) are explained by the following list of need variables :
the share of the elderly in the population (Old), the share of people
receiving income grants (Poor), the share of industrial workers in the
active population (Industry), the number of privately owned houses
(Houses), and the population density (Density). The wealth variable is
defined as the imputed tax base for homeownership (Wealth). The index
for spillover functions (Spillover) is defined as the ratio of the active
population not living in the municipality to the total active population.
Our model is linear in the parameters and all variables were transformed
in logarithms prior to estimation.

To restrict the application of the regression model we excluded outliers
for which the implied model may not be appropriate. Various methods to
 

1 See e.g.. Bnnosrnotvt (1973), Boncnsnomo (1972), Pommnnnmvn (1978) among
others. See MOESEN and VANNESTE (1980) for an application on Flemish municipa-
lities.
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detect outliers are available 3. We used the method of studentized deleted
residuals. The resulting 9 outliers were deleted from the sample and the
model was reestimated on the remaining 299 observations 4. This drastic
remedy to the outlier problem seems to be warranted since we want to
avoid too strong policy implications for individual cases.

The resulting OLS regression results based on 1985 data for 299
Flemish municipalities were as follows :

(2) Exp = 4.80 Constant + .12 Houses + .41 Old + .30 Industry
(.31)"“" (.02)'"" (.32) (.l2)*

+ 32.68 Spillover + 48.85 Density + .37 Wealth + .07 Poor
(12.17)** (23.84)* (.03)** (.O3)**

R2 = .66
SER == .15
N = 299

where standard errors are between brackets and the * and the ** indicate
significance at respectively the 95 % and the 99 % level. A comparison of
the estimated equation with the regression based on the full sample shows
that the deletion of the nine outliers results in an improvement of both the
R-squared and the standard error of the regression.

1-

To see whether the model conforms to the assumptions under which
OLS provides a Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) we checked both
for normality of the residuals and for homoskedasticity. The normal pro-
bability plots and the results of White's test for heteroscedasticity 5
suggest that none of the standard OLS assumptions could be rejected.

As previously indicated, the predictions generated by regression equa-
tion (2) will be interpreted as the standard expenditures of a municipality.
They reflect the typical expenditures for a municipality with a given set of
characteristics, as measured by the values of the explanatory variables in
the regression.

3 Sw BELSLEY (1980) and Arxntsou (1985).
4 More details on the methods used can be found in the working paper on which this

article is based : see DE BURGER et al. (1990)..
5 For a discussion see AMEMIYA (1985).
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2.2. Specification of the Equity Component

Consistent with the general remarks made in Section 1 with respect to
the positive nature of the grants and the exclusion of current tax rates. we
consider - out of an almost infinite number of possibilities - three propo-
sals which have in common their non-manipulability and their relative
simplicity. The latter consideration may be important in the phase of po-
licy implementation because simple formulas may be more appealing to
policy makers.  

A first proposal is to redistribute grants inversely proportional to the
share of the local taxbase in the overall taxbase, where both income and
wealth taxes are taken into account. The proposal. denoted Redl, defines
the equity component for municipality i on the basis of the following ex-
pression :

(3) Redli --= 1/ [Share Income Taxi + Share Wealth Taxi]

h Sh In T ___ (Revenue of 18% Income Taxi)
W ere are come ax‘ "' Ei(Revenue of 1 % Income Taxi)

Share Wealth Tax is defined in an analoguous way.

The interpretation of this proposal is snaightforward. It redistributes
towards municipalities with relatively small local taxbases.

A second alternative proposal is to redistribute according to the gap
between the standard expenditures and the concept of ‘standard tax reve-
nues‘. The latter are defined as the tax revenues a municipality would ge-
nerate if it applied the average tax rates observed for the region as a
whole. This proposal (Red2) implies a redistributive component that
directly varies with the municipal budget deficit that is to be expected for
municipalities with the same characteristics and applying average tax
rates. It can be written as : t

(4) Red2i = Staudexpi - Standard Tax Revenuei

where Standard Tax Revenuei = (Revenue of l % Income Tax in i *
Average Income Tax Rate) + (Revenue of 1 % Wealth Tax in i * Average
Wealth Tax Rate).
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Finally, a third proposal considered in this paper (Red3) consists of
distributing grants inversely proportional to the standard tax revenues
themselves. Specifically :

(5) Red3i = 1/ (Standard Tax Revenuei)

Note that this third proposal is closely related to the first one in the
sense that they both redistribute grants inversely proportional to some
concept of local taxbase. On the other hand the interpretation of the
second proposal may be slightly different. The standard expenditures can
be seen as some target level of local government outlays deemed essential
to the production of local public goods. The proposal then bridges the gap
between this target level and the potential local taxbase. This proposal
might result as a consequence of the government's desire to guarantee a
minimum level of local public goods to all citizens. Note in general that
all three redistributional components may be compatible with a wide
range of equity objectives - utilitarian or non-utilitarian.

23.. Determination of the Parameters of the Grant Distribution Mechonisms

The parameters ot and [3 which reflect the relative weight of the effi-
ciency and equity components in the general grant distribution mechanism
(ll) have to be determined in practice on the basis of the strength of the
government's redistributive preferences and the size of the overall grant
budget to be allocated.

With respect to the latter, we assumed the budget to be allocated to be
equal to the actual 1985 budget. This allows us to directly compare the ef-
fects of our proposals with the observed allocation for 1985, the year to
which our data refer. Regarding the former, the relative weight to be gi-
ven to the redistributive component was determined using the preferences
revealed in a recent policy proposal. This proposal explicitly suggests to
reserve 30 % of the overall grant budget for redistributive purposes. In
order to facilitate the comparison of our results with those implied by the
latter proposal we have incorporated these revealed preferences into our
calculations. However, to illustrate the sensitivity of the resulting grants
with respect to the redistributional assumptions we also calculated a 0 %.,
a 50 %, a 70 % and a 100 % share of the equity component in the overall
grant budget.
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Specifically, let the overall grant budget m given by B. Suppose that a
fraction 5 of this budget is reserved for the redistributive component,
while a fraction (l-5) is to be allocated on the basis of the standard ex-
penditures. The parameter ot is then determined by

(6) (1-5) B = a E1 Standexpi

from which it follows that

(7) ot = ((1--8) B)/(Z; Standexpi).

The parameter B is determined in an analogous way. Note, however,
that its value will differ depending on the specification of the equity com-
ponent. For redisnibutive component Redj (j=l,2,3) the corresponding
parameter Bj is found as the solution of

5 B m Bj E1 Redj;

where the Redj's have been defined by equations (3), (4) and (5).

As an example, consider the case where 5 = 0,3. Application of the
above procedure leads to the following three proposals : s

(8) Proposal l Grant lg = 0.163 Standexp; + 28089964 Redl;

(9) Proposal 2 Grant 2; = 0.163 Standexpi + 0.117 Red2;

(10) Proposal 3 Grant 31¢ 0.163 Standexpi + 1054-90733886.456 Red3i

where the Redj (i=1.,2,3) are defined as in (3), (4), and (5) respectively.
U‘

3. The Current Grant Allocation System

To compare the simulated results following from our alternative pro-
posals with the observed grant allocation system it is useful to summarize
the current system. The distribution of the grants is the responsability of
the government of the Flemish region 6. The local governments are clas-

5 For details see VANNESTE (1986).
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sified into fourteen different classes according to two criteria : the num-
ber of inhabitants and the active population in the municipality relative to
its population. The overall grant budget is distributed over the cells main-
ly on the basis of past expenditure levels and population density. However,
it is important to note that the urban centres situated in cells 13 and 14
have a special status in the allocation mechanism as a large share of the
overall budget is a priori reserved for distribution among them. More-
over, the municipalities along the coast are also treated in a special way.
They have an additional weight in the grant distribution, independent of
the cell they happen to belong to.

After the overall gant has been allocated to the fourteen cells they are
further distributed to the individual municipalities according to a variety
of criteria, some of which intend to capture differences in needs, in fiscal
capacity and in spillover effects. Interestingly, the criteria to distribute the
overall cell grant to the individual members differ substantially from one
cell to another.

One of the major drawbacks of the current grant distribution system is
the lack of continuity and monotonicity implied by the cell classification.
For example, relatively minor changes in population may move a munici-
pality into a different cell with sometimes drastic implications for the
gant to be received. Also note that the actual outlays determine to some
extent the grant distribution. The determination of the grants can there-
fore be partly affected by the local authorities themselves.

In Table '1 we present the observed average per capita grant in each cell
for 1985 based on all 308 municipalities. Note that cell XIV consists of
only two observations, viz. the cities of Antwerp and Ghent. Not surpri-
singly, both turned out to be outliers in the regression analysis previously
reported. Cell XIV will therefore be discarded in the remainder of this
article. This implies that our analysis will have nothing to say about the
grants allocated to the two largest Flemish cities.
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1 TABLE 1 :
Current Cell Classification of the Flemish

Mnrncrpallties and the Average Grant Per Capita
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The cell classification will be used in the next section to report the
implications of the three proposed grant allocation mechanisms and to
compare the results with the current system. However, the cell classifica-
tion alone does not allow us to indicate what type of municipalities will
most snongly be affected by the introduction of alternative systems. We
will therefore also discuss the results using another classification scheme
that singles out municipalities with similar characteristics. A cluster ana-
lysis performed by CADEPS (1989) grouped the municipalities on the
basis of about fifty variables summarizing in detail their socio-economic
characteristics. A hierarchical clustering technique, Ward‘s method to be
more specific, resulted in eight clusters of ‘similar’ municipalities 7. One
group (cluster 3) consisted of only one observation, viz. the city of
Antwerp. It will be dismissed in the remainder as it turned out to be an
outlier. The remaining seven clusters can be briefly characterised as fol-
lows :

- Cluster 1 : small, densely crowded municipalities in the
neighbourhood of Antwerp and Brussels.

7 Sm CADEPS (1989) for details of the analysis.
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- Cluster 2 : small, rich and residential municipalities in the
neighbourhood of Antwerp, Brussels and Ghent.

- Cluster 4 : large municipalities fulfilling the role of a regional
urban centre.

»- Cluster 5 : municipalities with a strong touristic attraction situated
along the coast.

- Cluster 6 : residual cluster largely consisting of small rural
municipalities.

- Cluster 7 : small, low income rural municipalifies.
- Cluster 8 : municipalities with a young population experiencing

a high degee of unemployment.

4. Comparing Alternative Grant Allocations

In this section we compare the simulated outcomes of our three propo-
sed grant allocation mechanisms with the current system and with the al-
location implied by a recent policy proposal. For reasons previously ex-
plained, the results will be reported both for the cell classification upon
which the current system is based, and for the classification of municipa-
lities in clusters with similar characteristics.

4.1. Results For the Cell Classification

Consider the cell classification. To fix ideas, Table 2 first gives some
descriptive statistics. The first two columns contain for each cell the ave-
rage per capita grant and the standard expenditures per capita. Based on
this information we calculated a ‘self financing ratio‘ which is presented
in the third column. It expresses the amount of standard expenditures not
financed by grants. The last column reports the policy proposal. Note that
in the remainder of the analysis averages have been calculated over the
aggregates and not over the individual observations. For example, the
average observed grant for cell 1 (2923) has been calculated as the ratio
of the sum of the observed grants in cell 1 over the sum of the population
in cell 1. f
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TABLE 2 :
Some Descriptive Statistim For the Cell Classification

and the Policy Propoml

Smmmd Self
Cell Nurnbm Obsmm ewtdittw financing Policy

Cell 1
Cell 2
Cell 3
Cell 4
Cell 5
Cell 6
Cell 7
Cell 8
Cell 9 5 6 3
Cell to 29 3646

7 2923
5 3849

54 2558
34 2634
1 1 2652
49 2679
46 3047
21 3294

848

Cell 11 20 3342
Cell 12 8 4661

ofcasm pant pm capita ratio proposal

10709 0.73 2804
14557 0.74 2634
12488 0.80 2783
13676 0.8 1 2821
13855 0.81 2725
14088 0.81 2861
14785 0.79 3004
15067 0.78 3108
16991 0.77 2991
16719 0.78 3603
17132 0.78 3931
19259 0.76 4179

Cell 13 9 1016 21s4v ass mos

Note first that despite the substantial variance of standard expenditures
over the cells the current grant allocation system implies a very moderate
variation in the self financing ratio. Only the cells corresponding to the
municipalities with very small populations (cells 1 and 2) and the cell
consisting of cities with more than 50000 inhabitants (cell 13) seem to fi-
nance a somewhat larger share of their standard expenditures by grants.
Furthermore, observe that, with the exception of cells 1, 2 and 9, the ave-
rage grant per capita increases monotonically over the cell numbers.

The results» of our three grant proposals are presented in respectively
Table 3.A, Table 3.B and Table 3.C.. Each table contains the average pro-
posed grant per capita for all cells for the range of policy parameters,
related to budget shares, as specified above. Note that since the three pro-
posals have the same efficiency component it is obvious that a 100 %
share of this component in the budget yields identical results.

The comparison of the proposals with each other leads to the following
conclusions. First, observe that for the first and the third proposal the
sensidvity analysis results in a large range of grants per cell while for the
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second proposal a small range is implied. Second, for the three proposals
the average grants per capita increase almost monotonically over the cell
numbers for a 100 %/0 % share distribution, suggesting among others
that the larger municipalities would receive larger per capita grants. But
for the first and third proposal increasing the equity component reverses
this result. Indeed, from a 70 %/30 % distribution onwards the first and
third proposal result in almost monotonically decreasing grants over the
cell numbers. Third, increasing the weight of the redistributional com-
ponent for the first and third proposal results in a strong redistribution
from cells 9 to 13 in favour of cells 1 to 8. The second proposal implies,
with exception for cells 8 and 9, exactly the reverse. For the second pro-
posal however the redistribution is rather small. As a preliminary
conclusion it appears that the first and third proposal redistribute in
favour of the municipalities with relatively small populations while the
larger municipalities benefit under the second proposal. Furthermore, the
analysis of the average grants reveals a strong similarity between the first
and third proposal at the aggregate level.

Comparing the three proposals to the current grants they all seem to
redistribute in the same direction. Cells 1 to 9 would on average receive
more, cells l and 2 even significantly more under the first and third pro-
posal. Cells l0 to 13 would receive less, although under the second propo-
sal only cell 13 would loose significantly. Thus, in comparison with the
current system, the main implication of our proposals is that they tend to
redistribute towards the lower range of municipalities in terms of popula-
tion and active population. But note that for moderate shares of the redis-
tributional component a grant allocation is implied that remains consistent
with the overall pattern of the current system.

A final observation with respect to Tables 3.A, 3.B and 3.C concerns
the recent policy proposal. The latter seems to stay close to the current
system. There is some redistribution in favour of the mid range, viz. cells
3 to 6.. Note that the implied redistributional pattern seems to combine the
effects of our proposals, namely redistributing to the lower range
(proposal 1 and 3) and redistributing towards the larger municipalities
(proposal 2).. Note furthermore that our grant distribution has a larger
variance.



Grams Per Capite For Proposal 1 (Local Tdxbase Share)

Cell 1
Cell 2
Cell 3
Cell 4
Cell 5
Cell 6
Cell 7
Cell 3
Cell 9
Cell 10
Cell 11
Cell 12
Cell 13

TABLE 3.A :

24-39 9126 13551
3334 7230 9794
2%3 4647 5310
3179 4633 561 1
3220 4252 4940
3274 3609 3332
3437 3733 4014
3502 3635 3306
3949 3919 3900
3336 3333 2972
3932 3333 2399
4539 3697 3135
5073 3747 2359

Flanders 3730 3730 3730 3730 3730

The first integer refers to the budget share 0f the efficiency C0mp{)-

i'I'I'Ii'I'PI"I'I"-I'I' I'YUI\TT'ITII 

17975
12353
6973
6533
5623
4055
4244
3923
3330
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24613
16204
3713
3043
6660
4339
4591
4111
3350

2607 2053
2466 1317
2574 1732
1972 640

nent, the second to the budget share of the equity component.

Cell 1
Cell 2
Cell 3
Cell 4
Cell 5
Cell 6
Cell '7
Cell 8
Cell 9
Cell 10
Cell 11
c311 12
Cell 13

Flanders 3730 3730 3730 E 3730 3730

I
I -I

TABLE 3.B :

2439 2474 2464
3334 3175 3036
2903 2315 2757
3179 3105 3056
3220 3153 3 103
3274 3201 3152
3437 3410 3393
3502 3514 3521
3949 3397 3 363
3336 3339 3391
3932 4005 4021
4539 4572 4593
5073 5242 5352

 ITUUfIffUIUIIUIIIIfI'iIiUI"I"I'I'1l"I'I"ll'I"I"I'I"

Grants Per Capita For Proposal 2 (Gap)

2454 2440
2397 2639
2693 261 1
3007 2933
3063 299.5
3103 3029
3375 3349
3529 3541
3329 3777
3392 3395
4036 4059
4615 4643
5461 5626
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TABLE 3.C :
Grants Per Capita For Proposal 3 (Standard Tax Revenue)

Cell 100/0 70/30 50/50 30/70 0/100

t2eH.l
Cell 2
Cell 3
Cell 4
Cell 5
Cell 6
Cell 7
Cell 8
Cell 9

2439 11043 16753
3334 7162 9631
2903 4613 5753
3179 4602 5551
3220 4263 4953
3274 3593 3315
3437 3767 3937
3502 3633 3312
3949 3395 3359

I'U"I'I"

22459 3 1017
12200 1
6393
6500
5653
403 1
4207
3937
3324

5979
3603
7923
6695
4355
4533
4123
3770

I'I'I'I‘ fTfIIT‘iITTIfTfTiT'T

Cell 10 sass 3335 2903 2301 2050
Cell 11 3932 3330 2905 2474 1327
Cell 12 4539 3701 3141 2532 1744
Cell 13 5073 3743 2361 1974 644

1'
'0 .

. . .. -- - .. . . .. _ -- ......... .. --- . - . . -- . . - . . - . .F .

E

4.2. Results For the Cluster Classification

As the reader will have noticed the cell classification does not allow us
to clearly describe the municipalities that gain or loose under the propo-
sed grant allocation systems in terms of their social and economic charac-
teristics. In what follows, we therefore turn to a discussion of the results
using the cluster classification previously referred to.

Let us again start by considering some descriptive statistics. The infor-
mation summarized in Table 4 clearly illustrates the special treatment of
the urban centres and the coastal municipalities under the current grant
allocation scheme. The urban centres (cluster 4) receive a very large
grant per capita which would allow them to finance 28 % of their stan-
dard expenditures. as indicated by the self financing ratio. The coastal
municipalities belonging to cluster 5 are in a quite different situation.
Although they receive the second highest per capita grants under the exis-
ting system, these grants would allow them to finance only 15 % of their
standard expenditures. For the other clusters there is only a moderate va-
riation in the self financing ratio.
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Some Descriptive Statistics For the Cluster Classification

Cluster Nttrnbm Obsa-ved e%diturm cing ratio Policy pro
posal

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6
Cluster 7
Cluster 3

TABLE 4 :

and the Policy Proposal
------------ |.u--..|.|..-.. _||_--..-.---_..---..-........_.._..-..._........ _.._._..___ ,_,_____._.,_______ _________ _ _ _ __ _ _ __________ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __ _ ___ __ __ ____________ __ __ __ _ ____ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

some Self finan-

ofcases grant percapita

25 3323 13717
30 2346 16341
35 5433 19157

6 3949 26279
66 2934 14730
32 2962 12370 E
55 3197 13997

0.30 3202
0.33 2635
0.72 5463
0.35 3573
0.30 3062
0.77 3051
0.77 3473

The results of the sensitivity analysis with respect to our three proposed
grant allocation mechanisms can be found in Tables 5..A, 5.B and 5.C.

Comparing the three proposals with each other yields the following re-
sults. First, the second proposal has again the smallest range of values. But
note that the range of the other proposals is somewhat reduced compared
to the cell classification. Second, as the importance of redistribution in-
creases the first and third proposal redistribute from clusters 1 to 5 to the
clusters 6 to 9. The poor rural municipalities in cluster 7 are the big win-
ners. while cluster 4 looses relatively most under the first proposal and
cluster 5 under the third proposal. With the exception of cluster 4 and 6
the second proposal would redistribute in the same direction. Now cluster
4 is the big winner and cluster 2 the big looser.

Hence the three proposals are similar in favouring the lower income
and rural municipalities. Further, we again observe that despite their dif-
ferent definitions the first and third proposals yield almost identical re-
sults. The main difference with the second proposal is clearly that the re-
distribution implied by the latter is less favorable for the low income
municipalities of clusters 7 and 8. To the extent that this redistribution is
an explicit policy concem, proposals 1 and 3 may be preferable.
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A comparison of the proposals with the existing system reveals that the
suggested schemes would imply on average a reduction in the per capita
grant for the urban centres (cluster 4), especially under extreme redistri-
butional concerns for proposal ll and 3. A number of densely populated
urban municipalities (cluster 1) gain only under the second proposal. The
beneficiaries of the new proposals would be a number of relatively resi-
dential suburban municipalities (cluster 2), the coastal municipalities
(cluster 5) - but not so for high shares of the redistributional component
under the first and third proposal -, and the low income and rural muni-
cipalities (clusters 6, 7 and 8).

This substantial reduction in grants allocated to the urban centres of
cluster 4 should be interpreted in view of their special status under the
current system. If the general setup of our proposals is accepted and the
regression model used to estimate standard expenditures is correctly spe-
cified, then there seems to be no compelling reason to treat the urban
centres in a special way. In that case the current system is simply too ge-
nerous. Altcrnatively, it is possible that our regression model has failed to
adequately capture spillover effects. In that case the standard expenditures
for the urban municipalities in cluster 4 may on average have been under-
estimated.

A somewhat surprising finding is the larger grants that would on ave-
rage be allocated to clusters 2 and 5, which both contain residential mu»-
nicipalities that are characterized by relatively high incomes. Here the
above-average values for the standard expenditures, especially for cluster
5, causes the increase in allocated grant per capita. If one believes that
standard expenditures should be reflected in grant design then it seems
that the municipalities of clusters 2 and especially 5 are particularly
poorly treated under the current system. Therefore, the increase in grants
for these residential municipalities should not be interpreted as some per-
verse redistribution towards the rich.

Finally, the policy proposal again stays close to the current system. The
municipalities in clusters 6, 7 and 8 would on average receive a larger
grant per capita, whereas cluster 1, 2 and 5 would get less. Interestingly,
our proposals agree about this direction of redistribution except for clus-
ters 2, 4 and 5.. Our proposals - for reasons cited above -» unanimously in-
crease the grants for the relatively wealthy communities contained in
cluster 2 and for the coastal municipalities (cluster 5) but decrease the
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grants for the urban centres of cluster 4. The policy proposal does exactly
the reverse for cluster 2 and 5 and leaves cluster 4 almost unaffected.
Note ftuther that our proposals imply on average somewhat larger depar-
tures from the current system than the policy proposal.

TABLE 5.A :
Grants Per Capita For Proposal 1 (Local Taxbase Share)

Cluster 100/0 70/so rt so/so sono 0/too
I
'1-
‘I
i

Cluster l
Cluster 2

Clustm 10-010 10/so so/so 30/10 0/100

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 4
Cluster .5
Cluster 6
Cluster 7
Cluster 8

4351
3793
4453
6 103
3424
2991
3253

Cluster 4
Cluster 5 ,
Cluster 6
Cluster 7
Cluster 3 .

3771 3334
3600 3463
3560 2966
5022 4293
3692 3370
4340 5239
3649 3913

TABLE 5.B :

lE

2993 2413
3336 3133
2371 1479
3574 2433
4049 43 16
6133 7436
4176 » 4572

Grants Per Capita For Proposal 2 (gap)

4351 4213 4129
3793 3533 3356
4453 4570 4649
6103 5934 5319
3424 3413 3414
2991 3012 3026
3253 3276 3290

I'I"I*i'I'I"ll"'I'II'\l‘I"I"|I"l"I"'|I'1"l"I"i'I'l‘I"I1'I'I'IlI'I'I'I'I'I"I"I'lI'I'I'I'i'I'l'll'l'h"1'H'i'I'i"II'I'I'I1IIrl

4041
3179
4727
5703
3410
3040
3305

3903
2914
4344
5530
3404
3061
3327

Flanders svso 3180 mo rrso svso
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TABLE 5.C :
Grants Per Capita For Proposal 3 (Standard Tax Revenue)

Cluster 100/0 70/so so/so 30170 0/100

(Husnn'1
Cluster 2
Cluster 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6
Cluster 7
Cluster 8

4351 3766 3377
3793 ' 3597 3462
4453 3561 2967
6103 4362 4032
3424 3630 3351
2991 4374 5296
3253 3650 3914

2993 2404
3323 3126
2373 1431
3201 1955
4022 4279
6217 7600
4173 4574

Flandms 3'/so svso svso lasso svso

5. Conclusion and Policy Implications

The purpose of this article was to present grant allocation mechanisms
which take account of both the efficiency and the equity reasons involved
in grand distribution. Efficiency considerations were incorporated by al-
locating part of the grant on the basis of ‘standard’ municipal expendi-
tures, reflecting the demand for local public services and the impact of
spillover effects on municipal outlays. Equity considerations were captu-
red by reserving part of the grant budget for redistributive purposes.
Three alternative specifications for the equity component of our grant
proposal were suggested. The basic idea behind each of them is to correct
for differences in local taxbases.

We simulated the outcome of three specific proposals and compared the
results both with the existing grant allocation mechanism and with a re-
cent policy proposal. The main conclusions can be stated as follows. First,
compared to the current system our proposals would generally imply a
redistribution of grants from municipalities in an urban environment and
from regional urban centres towards rural and low--income municipalities.
In addition, a number of coastal communities would gain from the intro-
duction of the allocations suggested in this paper. Second, our proposals
and the policy proposal redistribute in the same direction except for the
urban centres and the municipalities situated along the coast. However, the
latter proposal implies much less variation in per capita grants than do the
former.
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The policy implications of the above results can be easily summarised.
First, the implications of these three specific proposals for the distribution
of block grants from the Flemish government to local authorities in
Flanders have been fully explored at the aggregate level. Second, the pro»-
posals consisted of explicit efficicncy and equity shares in the grant budget
so as to take account of the corrective role of grants stressed in the eco-
nomic literature. This explicit nature of the efficiency-equity trade-—-off is
in sharp contrast to the implicit choices in the current system. Third,
again unlike the current grant allocation system, these schemes satisfied
both some further theoretical criteria - independence of spending and
taxing decisions, respect for horizontal equity - and some practical design
criteria - continuity, positive monotonicity. In short, it has been shown
that the family of gent allocation mechanisms suggested in this article can
be implemented easily and that they share some attractive features.
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